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Abstract
Quasicritical exponents of one-dimensional models displaying a quasitransition at finite temperatures are examined in de-
tail. The quasitransition is characterized by intense sharp peaks in physical quantities such as specific heat and magnetic
susceptibility, which are reminiscent of divergences accompanying a continuous (second-order) phase transition. The question
whether these robust finite peaks follow some power law around the quasicritical temperature is addressed. Although there
is no actual divergence of these quantities at a quasicritical temperature, a power-law behavior fits precisely both ascending
as well as descending part of the peaks in the vicinity but not too close to a quasicritical temperature. The specific values
of the quasicritical exponents are rigorously calculated for a class of one-dimensional models (e.g. Ising-XYZ diamond chain,
coupled spin-electron double-tetrahedral chain, Ising-XXZ two-leg ladder, and Ising-XXZ three-leg tube), whereas the same set
of quasicritical exponents implies a certain “universality” of quasitransitions of one-dimensional models. Specifically, the values
of the quasicritical exponents for one-dimensional models are: α = α′ = 3 for the specific heat, γ = γ′ = 3 for the susceptibility
and ν = ν′ = 1 for the correlation length.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Most one-dimensional systems in thermal equilibrium
do not undergo a phase-transition at finite temperatures.
Several arguments have been put forward giving support
to the above statement as, for example, the one based
on the entropic contribution of domain walls by Lan-
dau and Lifshitz [1], the Perron-Frobenius theorem for
the non-degeneracy of the largest eigenvalue of a positive
finite transfer matrix [2], and the van Hove’s theorem
stating that the largest eigenvalue of a one-dimensional
transfer matrix is an analytic function [3]. A true phase-
transition in one-dimensional equilibrium systems may
develop either when the model system depicts long-range
interactions or when a given interaction strength or a lo-
cal degree of freedom diverges [4–6]. Recently, Sarkanych
et al. [7] proposed an interesting one-dimensional Potts
model with "invisible states" and short-range coupling.
By term invisible, they refer to an additional energy de-
generacy, which contributes to the entropy, but not the
interaction energy.
In addition, Cuesta and Sanchez [8] summarized van
Hove’s theorem is valid only under the following condi-
tions: (i) the system must be homogeneous, excluding
automatically inhomogeneous systems, i.e., disordered
or aperiodic systems; (ii) the Hamiltonian does not in-
clude particles position terms, such as, external fields;
(iii) the system must be considered as hard-core particles,
while point-like or soft particles may be excluded. Then,
Cuesta and Sanchez [8] generalized the non-existence the-
orem of phase transition at finite temperatures. The ex-
tended theorem takes into account an external field and
point-like particles, which broadens the Van Hove’s the-
orem, although this is not yet a fully general theorem.
For example, this theorem cannot be applied for mixed
particle chains or when more general external fields are
considered.
Recent exact calculations for a few paradigmatic mod-
els bear evidence of remarkable "quasitransitions" of one-
dimensional lattice-statistical systems with short-range
and non-singular interactions [9–12]. In 2011 Timo-
nin [13] introduced the terms "pseudo-transitions" and
"quasi-phases" by investigating the Ising spin ice in a
magnetic field when referring to a sudden change in the
first derivative and a sharp peak in the second deriva-
tive of the free energy although there are neither true
discontinuities nor divergences in the appropriate deriva-
tives of the free energy. Although the physical prop-
erty observed by Timonin is precisely the same phe-
nomenology presented by the models we study, here
we use just for convenience the term "quasi" instead
of "pseudo". The quasitransitions are thus reminiscent
of discontinuous (first-order) phase transitions due to
abrupt temperature-driven changes of entropy, internal
energy and/or magnetization though these quantities dis-
play close to a quasicritical temperature steep but con-
tinuous variations instead of real discontinuities owing to
analyticity of the free energy [14]. On the other hand,
the quasitransitions of one-dimensional lattice-statistical
models are also reminiscent of continuous (second-order)
phase transitions due to massive rise of the correlation
length, specific heat and susceptibility in a vicinity of
the quasicritical temperature though these quantities ex-
hibit very sharp and robust finite-size peaks instead of ac-
tual divergences [14]. The question whether these sizable
peaks follow some power-law behavior near the quasicrit-
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of decorated one-
dimensional models, which consists of regularly alternat-
ing Ising spins (blue balls) and arbitrary finite-size lattice-
statistical system (red octagons).
ical temperature is therefore quite intriguing and will be
the main subject matter of the present work. It will be
verified that these physical quantities indeed follow suffi-
ciently close but not too close to a quasicritical temper-
ature power laws. In addition, it will be demonstrated
that the power-law behavior of seemingly diverse one-
dimensional lattice-statistical models can be described by
a unique set of “quasicritical” exponents, which enables
us to conjecture the universality of “quasitransitions” of
one-dimensional models.
A further investigation of quasitransitions and quasi-
phases of one-dimensional spin systems was considered
in Ref. [15], where the correlation function around the
quasitransition temperature was discussed. The origin of
quasitransition is however still not fully understood yet.
The residual entropy at zero temperature has been shown
to be a good indicator of the quasitransition as evidenced
in Ref. [16].
It is demonstrated that the observed quasicritical be-
havior is a typical feature of a relatively wide class of
one-dimensional Ising-Heisenberg spin models and in this
respect, it might be therefore of experimental relevance
for many real one-dimensional magnetic compounds of
this type (see for instance references [17–23], where Ising-
Heisenberg models were applied to real compounds).
The present work is organized as follows. In Sec. 2
we will derive analytic expressions for quasicritical expo-
nents of the correlation length, specific heat and mag-
netic susceptibility for one-dimensional lattice-statistical
models, which can be rigorously mapped onto the effec-
tive Ising chain. In Sec. 3 we will specifically consider
two particular cases from this class of exactly solved one-
dimensional models: the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ diamond
chain and the coupled spin-electron double-tetrahedral
chain. In Sec. 4 we will further verify the universal-
ity of quasicritical exponents by assuming another two
exactly solved one-dimensional lattice-statistical models
falling beyond this class of models: the spin-1/2 Ising-
XXZ two-leg ladder and the spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ three-leg
tube. Finally, our paper ends up with several concluding
remarks and future outlooks.
II. QUASICRITICAL EXPONENTS
It is firmly established that several one-dimensional
models, which can be viewed as the Ising chain decorated
by arbitrary but finite lattice-statistical system (see Fig.
1 for a schematic representation), are exactly tractable
by taking advantage of a generalized decoration-iteration
transformation [24–29]. The decoration-iteration trans-
formation furnishes a rigorous mapping correspondence
between the decorated one-dimensional models and the
effective Ising chain. This result would imply that the
quasicritical exponents of the decorated models can be
obtained from the generic Ising chain given by the effec-
tive Hamiltonian
H = −
N∑
i=1
[
K0 +Ksisi+1 +
heff
2
(si + si+1)
]
, (1)
where K0, K and heff are effective temperature-
dependent parameters unambiguously given by the ’self-
consistency’ condition of the decoration-iteration trans-
formation [24–29]. By imposing the periodic boundary
condition the effective Ising chain can be readily solved
by the transfer-matrix method, whereas the correspond-
ing transfer matrix can be generally expressed as follows
[14]
V =
(
w1 w0
w0 w−1
)
. (2)
The Boltzmann factors pertinent to each sector (i.e.
transfer-matrix element) n = {−1, 0, 1} are given by
wn =
∑
k=0
gn,ke
−βεn,k , (3)
where β = 1/(kBT ), kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is
the absolute temperature, εn,k labels the energy spectra
for each sector k = {0, 1, . . .} and gn,k denotes the re-
spective degeneracy of each energy level. It follows from
the transfer-matrix approach that the partition function
can be expressed in terms of transfer-matrix eigenvalues
ZN = λN+ + λN− , which are explicitly given by
λ± =
1
2
(
w1 + w−1 ±
√
(w1 − w−1)2 + 4w20
)
. (4)
Then, the free energy attains in the thermodynamic limit
(N →∞) the following simple expression
f = − 1β ln
[
1
2
(
w1 + w−1 +
√
(w1 − w−1)2 + 4w20
)]
.
(5)
Notice that all elements of the transfer matrix V are
strictly positive, except at zero temperature. Therefore
its eigenvalues are distinct and analytical according to
Eq. (4), in agreement with the Perron-Frobenius theo-
rem for matrices with all positive matrix elements. This
implies in the absence of a true finite-temperature phase-
transition in the one-dimensional Ising model.
A crossing of the transfer matrix eigenvalues would be
required to achieve non-analiticity of the free-energy as
it is expected in a phase-transition. It has been recently
argued [14] that a quasitransition may occur when the
following condition is satisfied:
|w1 − w−1| > w0 & 0. (6)
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which can be reached at finite temperatures in a large
class of effectively one-dimensional model systems. In
what follows, we will unveil the leading behavior of some
typical thermodynamic quantities under the above condi-
tion. For further convenience, it is therefore useful to de-
fine the small-size parameter w¯0 =
w0
|w1−w−1|
→ 0, which
is suitable for Taylor series expansion. At first, let us
consider the particular case when w1 > w−1, then, the
free energy (5) becomes
f =− 1β ln
[
w1 +
1
2 (w1 − w−1)
(√
1 + 4w¯20 − 1
)]
,
=− 1β ln(w1)− 1β ln
[
1 +
(w1−w−1)(
√
1+4w¯2
0
−1)
2w1
]
. (7)
The last term of the second logarithm satisfies the fol-
lowing condition
0 <
(w1−w−1)(
√
1+4w¯2
0
−1)
2w1
< 1 (8)
and this condition guarantees convergence of the Taylor
series expansion around w¯0 = 0. Hence, the first term
will be more relevant than the higher-order contributions
arising from the Taylor series expansion w¯0 → 0. Anal-
ogously, the similar expression can be obtained for the
other particular case w1 < w−1 by a mere inter-change
of w1 ↔ w−1. To summarize, the free energy (5) can be
recast using the Taylor series expansion around w¯0 → 0
to the following form
f =


− 1β ln(w1)− 1β w
2
0
w1(w1−w−1)
+O(w¯30), w1 > w−1
− 1β ln(w˜1 + w˜0), w1 = w−1
− 1β ln(w−1)− 1β
w20
w
−1(w−1−w1)
+O(w¯30), w1 < w−1
(9)
where w˜1 = w1 = w−1, and w0 = w˜0 under the specific
condition w1 = w−1. It is important to stress that the
additional condition |w1 − w−1| ≫ w0 must the fulfilled
for the validity of the above asymptotic expansions when
w1 6= w−1.
In order to characterize the power-law behavior emer-
gent close to the quasitransition, it is useful to rewrite
the Boltzmann factor in terms of the relative difference
τ = (Tp − T ) /Tp between temperature T and quasicriti-
cal temperature Tp, defined as the temperature at which
w1(Tp) = w−1(Tp). To this end, one can use another Tay-
lor series expansion of Boltzmann factors around β → βp,
where β−βp = Tp−TTpT = 1T (1− TTp ) = τT . Thus, the Boltz-
mann’s factor can be expanded using Taylor series as a
function of the inverse temperature β around βp, as fol-
lows
wn(β) = wn(βp) +
τ
Tp
∂wn(β)
∂β
∣∣∣
β=βp
+O (τ2) . (10)
Introducing the notation wn(βp) = w˜n and anw˜n =
∂wn(β)
Tp ∂β
∣∣∣
β=βp
the above equation can be simplified to
wn(β) =w˜n + an w˜nτ +O
(
τ2
)
,
=w˜n (1 + anτ) +O
(
τ2
)
, (11)
Further, let us express the expression w1 −w−1 entering
into the denominator of Eq. (9) using this expansion
w1 − w−1 = w˜1 [a1 − a−1] τ +O
(
τ2
)
. (12)
From this formula one readily attains the following rela-
tion
(a1 − a−1) = 1
w˜1Tp
∂ [w1(β) − w−1(β)]
∂β
∣∣∣
β=βp
, (13)
which is quite helpful for obtaining the coefficients of
power laws pertinent to several physical quantities. An
explicit formula for this parameter is given by Eq. (A8)
in Appendix A. We emphasize that the development of
power-law behavior is conditioned to Eq.(6) which im-
plies that it is expected to hold when τ > w˜0/(w˜1|a1 −
a−1|). The condition τ → 0 implies that w˜0w˜1|a1−a−1| → 0,
consequently, we must have a1 6= a−1. Therefore, it fails
very close to the quasicritical temperature at which the
thermodynamic functions are actually analytic.
A. Correlation length
The power-law behavior of the correlation length may
be obtained analytically by manipulating the relation
(13). First, let us rewrite w1w
−1
into the form
w1
w−1
=1 + (a1 − a−1) τ +O(τ2). (14)
Furthermore, one gets the following expression by per-
forming the logarithm of Eq. (14) in the limit of τ → 0
ln
(
w1
w
−1
)
= ln [1 + (a1 − a−1) τ ] +O(τ2)
= (a1 − a−1) τ +O(τ2). (15)
The correlation length close to the quasitransition can be
expressed as follows
ξ(τ) =
(
ln λ+λ
−
)−1
=


(
ln w1w
−1
)−1
, w1 > w−1(
ln w−1w1
)−1
, w1 < w−1
. (16)
Using the leading-order term as given by Eq. (15), the
correlation length (16) reduces in general to
ξ(τ) = c
ξ
|τ |−1 +O(τ0), (17)
where c
ξ
= 1|a1−a−1| is constant independent of temper-
ature. Consequently, around the quasicritical tempera-
ture, the correlation length generally follows the power-
law function
ξ(τ) ∝ |τ |−ν , (18)
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whereas the relevant quasicritical exponent becomes ν =
1. We recall that this result fails very near the quasicrit-
ical point at which the correlation length remains finite.
However, there may have a finite range of temperatures
in the close vicinity of the quasicritical point on which a
clear power-law behavior may develop, as we will illus-
trate in the forthcoming sections.
B. Specific heat
Another physical quantity of interest is the specific
heat and its quasicritical exponents α. To determine the
quasicritical behavior of the specific heat, let us at first
rewrite the free energy (7) for w1 > w−1, and using the
relation (12) in the following form
f = −Tp(1− τ) ln(1 + a1τ)− Tp(1− τ)w˜
2
0(1 + a0τ)
2
w˜21(1 + a1τ)(a1 − a−1)τ
.
(19)
By considering only the leading-order term from the Tay-
lor series expansion, the free energy reduces to
f =−
(
w˜0
w˜1
)2
Tp
(a1 − a−1)τ
−1 +O(τ0) (20)
≈− c
f
τ−1, (21)
where c
f
=
(
w˜0
w˜1
)2
Tp
(a1−a−1)
is a constant independent
of temperature. For w1 < w−1, we have a very similar
expression c
f
=
(
w˜0
w˜1
)2
Tp
(a
−1−a1)
.
Now, one may perform a derivative of the free energy
with respect to temperature. In doing so, one gets the
following expression for the entropy as a function of the
temperature
S(τ) =−
(
∂f
∂τ
)(
∂τ
∂T
)
= −c
f
τ−2
(−1
Tp
)
=
c
f
Tp
τ−2. (22)
The above equation can be straightforwardly used in or-
der to obtain the formula governing temperature varia-
tions of the specific heat in a vicinity of the quasicritical
temperature
C(τ) = T
(
∂S
∂τ
)(
∂τ
∂T
)
= 2
c
f
Tp
τ−3. (23)
It is obvious from Eq. (23) that, around the quasicritical
temperature, the specific heat follows the power law
C(τ) ∝ |τ |−α, (24)
whereas the relevant quasicritical exponent is α = 3.
Again, this singularity becomes rounded as one ulti-
mately approaches the quasicritical temperature.
C. Magnetic Susceptibility
Last but not least, let us explore the power-law behav-
ior of the magnetic susceptibility around the quasicritical
temperature. For this aim, we will at first derive the ex-
plicit formula for the magnetization
M(τ, h) = −
(
∂f
∂τ
)(
∂τ
∂h
)
= −c
f
(
∂τ
∂h
∣∣∣
hp,Tp
)
τ−2.
(25)
It is important to note that the parameters Tp and hp
are constrained by the relation w1(Tp, hp) = w−1(Tp, hp),
which was denoted merely as w˜1 = w˜−1. The isothermal
susceptibility is determined in the vicinity of the quasi-
critical temperature just by the lowest-order term from
the Taylor series expansion
χ(τ, h) =
(
∂M
∂τ
)
∂τ
∂h
= 2c
f
(
∂τ
∂h
∣∣∣
hp,Tp
)2
τ−3, (26)
where
∂τ
∂h
∣∣∣
hp,Tp
=
w1,hp − w−1,hp
w˜1 (a1 − a−1) , (27)
with w1,hp =
∂w1
∂h |hp and w−1,hp = ∂w−1∂h |hp . The Eq.(27)
is valid for both condition w1 > w−1 or w−1 > w1. Ac-
cordingly, the magnetic susceptibility follows the power
law
χ(τ) ∝ |τ |−γ , (28)
around the quasicritical temperature, whereas the rele-
vant quasicritical exponent is γ = 3. This power-law
behavior ultimately rounds in the very close vicinity of
the quasicritical temperature at which the magnetic sus-
ceptibility remains finite. Notice that the quasicritical
temperature occurs for all physical observables at same
point, the quasicritical temperature can be obtain using
the condition w1(Tp) = w−1(Tp).
III. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we will compare the quasicritical ex-
ponents as obtained in the previous section from the
approximate Taylor series expansion performed around
the quasicritical temperature with the relevant exact re-
sults for two paradigmatic exactly solved models shown
in Fig. 2(a)-(b), which can be rigorously mapped onto
the effective Ising chain. More specifically, we will com-
prehensively explore the quasitransition of the spin-1/2
Ising-XYZ diamond chain [10] shown in Fig. 2(a) and
the coupled spin-electron double-tetrahedral chain [9] de-
picted in Fig. 2(b), respectively.
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Figure 2: A schematic illustration of four considered one-
dimensional models displaying a quasitransition: (a) Ising-
XYZ diamond chain; (b) coupled spin-electron double-
tetrahedral chain; (c) Ising-Heisenberg two-leg ladder; (d)
Ising-Heisenberg three-leg tube. The former two models be-
long to a class of one-dimensional models shown in Fig. 1,
which can be rigorously mapped onto the effective Ising chain.
The latter two models do not belong to this class.
A. Ising-XYZ diamond chain
The spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ diamond chain has been in-
troduced and exactly solved in Ref. [30], whereas its
quasitransition has been discovered and detailed exam-
ined in Refs. [10, 14]. This model schematically shown
in Fig. 2(a) assumes a regular alternation of the Ising
spins Si = 1/2 with a couple of the Heisenberg spins de-
scribed by the Pauli spin operators σαa(b),i (α = {x, y, z}),
whereas the relevant Hamiltonian reads
H =−
N∑
i=1
[
J(1 + γ)σxa,iσ
x
b,i + J(1− γ)σya,iσyb,i+
+ Jzσ
z
a,iσ
z
b,i + J0(σ
z
a,i + σ
z
b,i)(Si + Si+1)+
+h0(σ
z
a,i + σ
z
b,i) +
h
2
(Si + Si+1)
]
. (29)
Above, the parameter J0 denotes the Ising exchange in-
teraction between the nearest-neighbor Ising and Heisen-
berg spins, the XYZ exchange coupling between the
nearest-neighbor Heisenberg spin pairs is given by
three coupling constants: Jz corresponding to the z-
component, J corresponding to the xy-component and
γ being the XY-anisotropy. Besides, the effect of exter-
nal magnetic field h (h0) acting on the Heisenberg spins
Figure 3: Temperature variations of the specific heat and
correlation length of the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ diamond chain
(29) in a semi-logarithmic (left panel) and logarithmic (right
panel) scale in a vicinity of the quasicritical temperature for
the particular set of the interaction parameters: J = 100,
Jz = 24, J0 = −24, γ = 0.7 and h = 12.7. Left panel:
solid lines correspond to exact results, while dotted lines cor-
respond to Taylor series expansion as given by Eqs. (23) and
(17), respectively. Right panel: solid (dashed) lines corre-
spond to exact results for τ < 0 (τ > 0), while dotted lines
are the power-law functions ln(C(τ )) = −3 ln(|τ |)−31.37 and
ln(ξ(τ )) = − ln(|τ |) + 1.86, respectively.
(Ising spins) is considered as well.
It turns out that the free energy (5) of this model can
be expressed in terms of the relevant Boltzmann factors,
which are given by the following relations (see Ref. [14]
for further details)
wn = 2e
βnh0
2
[
e−
βJz
4 cosh
(
βJ
2
)
+ e
βJz
4 cosh (β∆n)
]
.
(30)
with ∆n =
√
(h+ J0n)
2
+ 14J
2γ2 and n = −1, 0, 1.
Typical temperature variations of the specific heat and
correlation length of the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ diamond
chain are reported in Fig. 3 for the set of parameters
J = 100, Jz = 24, J0 = −24, γ = 0.7, and h = 12.7,
which are consistent with emergence of a quasitransi-
tion at the quasicritical temperature Tp = 0.37262119.
The readers interested in further details concerning the
specific heat and correlation length are referred to Ref.
[14]. In Fig. 3(a) the specific heat C(T ) is plotted against
temperature T , whereas a solid line represents exact re-
sults as given in Refs. [10, 14] and a dotted line denotes
Taylor series expansion around the quasicritical temper-
ature as given by Eq. (23). The temperature dependence
of ln(C(τ)) versus ln(|τ |) depicted in Fig. 3(b) verifies
existence of intermediate temperature range, where the
5
Figure 4: Temperature variations of the magnetic suscepti-
bility of the Ising (χI) and Heisenberg (χH) spins for the
spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ diamond chain (29). The same param-
eter set is used as in Fig.3. Left panel: solid lines corre-
spond to exact results, while dotted lines correspond to Tay-
lor series expansion as given by Eqs. (26). Right panel: solid
(dashed) lines correspond to exact results for τ < 0 (τ > 0),
while dotted lines are the power-law functions ln(χ
I
(τ )) =
−3 ln(|τ |)− 26.667 and ln(χ
H
(τ )) = −3 ln(|τ |)− 27.976.
specific heat follows the power law (a straight line in log-
log scale) with the critical exponent α = α′ = 3. Exact
results for the specific heat are indeed consistent with
ln(C(τ)) = −3 ln(|τ |) − 31.37 as obtained from Taylor
series expansion given by Eq.(23). Furthermore, the cor-
relation length ξ(T ) is displayed against T in Fig. 3(c),
where the relevant exact results are depicted by a solid
line and the Taylor series expansion given by Eq. (17) by
a dotted line. It can be seen from ln(ξ(τ)) vs. ln(|τ |) de-
pendence shown in Fig. 3(d) that the correlation length
follows sufficiently close but not too close to a quasicrit-
ical temperature the power law with the critical expo-
nent ν = ν′ = 1. In fact, the exact results reported in
Refs. [10, 14] are in reasonable accordance with the Tay-
lor series expansion as given by Eq. (17) illustrated as a
straight dotted line.
Last but not least, the magnetic susceptibility χ
I
(T )
of the Ising spins is displayed in Fig. 4(a) as a function of
temperature T , whereas a solid line refers to exact results
derived in Refs. [10, 14] and a dotted line labels asymp-
totic expression as obtained from Taylor series expansion
given by Eq. (26). The magnetic susceptibility shown in
Fig. 4(b) in the form ln(χ
I
(τ)) against ln(|τ |) plot cor-
roborates an intermediate temperature range, where the
magnetic susceptibility follows the power law with the
critical exponent γ = γ′ = 3. The dotted line, which was
obtained from Taylor series expansion given by Eq. (26)
with the asymptotic form ln(χ
I
(τ)) = −3 ln(|τ |)−26.667,
is in this temperature range in a plausible agreement with
the exact results. Similar findings hold for the magnetic
susceptibility of the Heisenberg spin χ
H
(T ), which is il-
lustrated in Fig.4(c) and 4(d). However, it is worth notic-
ing that the magnetic susceptibility of the Ising spins fol-
lows the relevant power-law function in a wider temper-
ature region as compared to the magnetic susceptibility
of the heisenberg spins.
It could be concluded that the specific heat, mag-
netic susceptibility and correlation length of the spin-1/2
Ising-XYZ diamond chain driven sufficiently close but not
too close to a quasicritical temperature are characterized
by the power-law functions with the critical exponents
α = α′ = 3, γ = γ′ = 3 and ν = ν′ = 1. Of course,
this description inevitably breaks down at the quasicrit-
ical temperature as the system does not exhibit actual
divergence of the relevant physical quantities.
B. Spin-electron double-tetrahedral chain
Next, let us consider a coupled spin-electron model on
a double-tetrahedral chain schematically depicted in Fig.
2(b), in which one localized Ising spin situated at nodal
site regularly alternates with a triangular plaquette com-
posed of three decorating sites available to two mobile
electrons. This one-dimensional spin-electron system has
been introduced and exactly solved in Ref. [9], where the
outstanding temperature dependencies of several physi-
cal quantities mimicking a phase transition were also re-
ported. The coupled spin-electron model on a double-
tetrahedral chain can be defined as a sum over block
Hamiltonians Hk
H =
N∑
k=1
Hk, (31)
whereas each block Hamiltonian Hk involves all the in-
teraction terms connected to two mobile electrons delo-
calized over the kth triangular plaquette
Hk = −t
∑
α=↑,↓
(c†k1,αck2,α+ c
†
k2,αck3,α+ c
†
k3,αck1,α+ h.c.)
+
J
2
(σzk + σ
z
k+1)
3∑
j=1
(nkj,↑ − nkj,↓) + U
3∑
j=1
nkj,↑nkj,↓
− hI
2
(σzk + σ
z
k+1)−
he
2
3∑
j=1
(nkj,↑ − nkj,↓). (32)
Here, c†kj,α and ckj,α label standard fermionic creation
and annihilation operators for mobile electrons from
the kth triangular plaquette with spin α = ↑ or ↓,
nkj,α = c
†
kj,αckj,α is the respective number operator and
σzk = ±1/2 denotes the Ising spin situated at the kth
nodal site. The hopping term t > 0 accounts for the ki-
netic energy of mobile electrons delocalized over triangu-
lar plaquettes, the Coulomb term U > 0 is energy penalty
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Figure 5: Temperature variations of the specific heat and cor-
relation length of the coupled spin-electron double-tetrahedral
chain (32) in a semi-logarithmic (left panel) and logarithmic
(right panel) scale in a close vicinity of the quasitransition
for the particular set of the interaction parameters t = 8.5,
U = 20 and J = 20. Left panel: solid lines correspond to
exact results, while dotted lines correspond to Taylor series
expansion as given by Eqs. (23) and (17), respectively. Right
panel: solid (dashed) lines correspond to exact results for
τ < 0 (τ > 0), while dotted lines are the power-law functions
ln(C(τ )) = −3 ln(|τ |)−38.86 and ln(ξ(τ )) = − ln(|τ |)+0.366,
respectively.
for two electrons with opposite spins situated at the same
decorating site and the coupling constant J determines
the Ising-type nearest-neighbor interaction between the
localized Ising spins and the mobile electrons. Finally,
the Zeeman’s terms hI and he account the magnetostatic
energy of the localized Ising spins and mobile electrons
in a static magnetic field.
A diagonalization of the block Hamiltonian (32) gives
a full energy spectrum (see Eq. (5) in Ref. [9]), whereas
the resulting expression for the relevant Boltzmann factor
obtained from this complete set of eigenvalues reads
wn =e
β n
2
hI
{(
2eβt + e−2βt
)
(1 + 2 cosh [β(Jn− he)])
+ 4e−βt/2−βU/2 cosh
[
β
2
√
(U− t)2+ 8t2
]
+2eβt−βU/2 cosh
[
β
2
√
(U+ 2t)2+ 32t2
]}
(33)
with the parameter n = (σzk + σ
z
k+1) defined for the sake
of brevity. The free energy for the coupled spin-electron
double-tetrahedral chain can be consequently obtained
from Eq. (5) by assuming w−1, w0 and w1.
It has been argued in Ref. [9] that the coupled spin-
electron double-tetrahedral chain given by the Hamilto-
nian (32) mimics a phase transition at the quasicritical
temperature
Tp =
√
(U + 2t)2 + 32t2 − U − 2J
ln 4
. (34)
To illustrate the case, we depict in Fig. 5 typical tem-
perature variations of the specific heat and correlation
length by assuming the set of interaction parameters
t = 8.5, U = 20, J = 20 and he = hI = 20, which
lead to a quasitransition at the quasicritical temperature
Tp = (
√
3681 − 60)/(ln 4) ≈ 0.4842011. Fig. 5(a) com-
pares exact results for temperature dependence of the
specific heat C(T ) (solid line) derived according to Ref.
[9] with the asymptotic formula (23) derived from Tay-
lor series expansion around the quasicritical temperature
(dotted line). It turns out that the specific heat actually
follows sufficiently close but not too close to the quasicrit-
ical temperature the power law with the critical exponent
α = α′ = 3 as it is evidenced by a straight dotted line
ln(C(τ)) = −3 ln(|τ |)− 38.8592 shown in Fig. 5(b) in the
respective ln(C(τ)) vs. ln(|τ |) dependence. Similarly, ex-
act results for temperature dependence of the correlation
length ξ(T ) (solid line) are plotted in Fig. 5(c) along with
asymptotic expression (17) (dotted line) derived from the
Taylor series expansion around the quasicritical temper-
ature. It is quite evident from ln(ξ(τ)) vs. ln(|τ |) de-
pendence shown in Fig. 5(d) that the correlation length
is governed the power law (17) with the quasicritical ex-
ponent ν = ν′ = 1 if temperature is set sufficiently close
but not too close to a quasicritical one.
Finally, exact results (solid line) for temperature vari-
ations of the magnetic susceptibility of the Ising spins
χ
I
(T ) depicted in Fig. 6(a) are in plausible concordance
with the asymptotic expression (26) obtained from Tay-
lor series expansion around the quasicritical tempera-
ture. In addition, ln(χ
I
(τ)) against ln(|τ |) plot dis-
played in Fig. 6(b) verifies existence of an intermedi-
ate temperature region, where exact results for the sus-
ceptibility (solid line) follow the power law ln(χ
I
(τ)) =
−3 ln(|τ |)−38.4009 with the critical exponent γ = γ′ = 3
(dotted line) obtained from Taylor series expansion (26).
Analogously, the magnetic susceptibility of the mobile
electrons is shown in Fig.6(c) and 6(d), where a similar
coincidence is found with the power-law dependence char-
acterized through almost the same constants ln(χe(τ)) =
−3 ln(|τ |) − 38.4995.
To summarize, it has been found that the specific heat,
magnetic susceptibility and correlation length of the cou-
pled spin-electron double-tetrahedral chain are governed
in a close vicinity of the quasicritical temperature by the
power-law functions, which are characterized by the same
set of quasicritical exponents α = α′ = 3, γ = γ′ = 3 and
ν = ν′ = 1 as reported previously for the spin-1/2 Ising-
XYZ diamond chain even though both one-dimensional
lattice-statistical models are very different in their na-
ture.
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Figure 6: Temperature variations of the magnetic suscepti-
bility of the Ising spins (χI) and the mobile electrons (χe)
for the coupled spin-electron double-tetrahedral chain (32).
The same parameter set is used as in Fig.5. Left panel:
solid lines correspond to exact results, while dotted lines cor-
respond to Taylor series expansion as given by Eqs. (26).
Right panel: solid (dashed) lines correspond to exact re-
sults for τ < 0 (τ > 0), while dotted lines are the power-
law functions ln(χ
I
(τ )) = −3 ln(|τ |)− 38.40 and ln(χe(τ )) =
−3 ln(|τ |)− 38.50.
IV. ”QUASICRITICALITY” OF OTHER ONE-
DIMENSIONAL MODELS
In this section, we will comprehensively explore the
quasicritical exponents of other one-dimensional lattice-
statistical models, which cannot be in principle mapped
onto the effective Ising chain. It will be demon-
strated hereafter that the quasicritical exponents of other
paradigmatic examples of one-dimensional models dis-
playing a quasitransition at finite temperatures will re-
main the same, which indicates a certain universality of
the quasitransitions. More specifically, we will exactly
validate quasicritical exponents of the spin-1/2 Ising-
XXZ two-leg ladder [11] and the spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ
three-leg tube [12], respectively.
A. Ising-XXZ two-leg ladder
First, let us examine quasicritical exponents of the the
spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ two-leg ladder with regularly alter-
nating Ising and Heisenberg rungs as schematically repre-
sented in Fig. 2(c). The Hamiltonian of the investigated
one-dimensional spin system can be expressed by
H =
N∑
i=1
(
HXXZi +H
I
i,i+1 +H
IH
i,i+1
)
(35)
with
HXXZi =− Jx(Sxa,iSxb,i + Sya,iSyb,i)− JzSza,iSzb,i,
HIi,i+1 =−
J0
2
(σa,iσb,i + σa,i+1σb,i+1),
HIHi,i+1 =− J1(σa,i + σa,i+1)Sza,i − J1(σb,i + σb,i+1)Szb,i.
(36)
Here, Sαγ,i (α = {x, y, z}) denote three spatial compo-
nents of the spin-1/2 operator pertinent to two Heisen-
berg spins γ = {a, b} from the ith rung and σγ,j = ±1/2
refer to two Ising spins γ = {a, b} from the jth rung
(see Fig. 2(c) for a schematic illustration). The exchange
constants J0 and J1 label the Ising intra-rung and intra-
leg interactions, while the XXZ Heisenberg intra-rung
interaction is determined by its xy-component Jx and
z-component Jz.
It has been proved in Ref. [11] that the spin-1/2 Ising-
XXZ two-leg ladder can be rigorously mapped onto the
mixed spin-3/2 and spin-1/2 Ising-Heisenberg diamond
chain, which can be subsequently exactly solved within
the transfer-matrix method. In a consequence of that,
one can obtain the exact expression for the free energy
of the spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ two-leg ladder (see Eq. (40)
in Ref. [11]), which is formally identical with the for-
mula (5) of the effective Ising chain depending on three
different Boltzmann’s factors. Owing to this fact, the
spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ two-leg ladder may display a similar
quasitransition as the one-dimensional models studied in
the previous section whenever the three effective Boltz-
mann’s factors satisfy the condition (6).
To support this statement, the specific heat of the spin-
1/2 Ising-XXZ two-leg ladder is displayed in Fig. 7(a) a
function of temperature for the fixed values of the in-
teraction constants J0 = 25, Jx = 21.8, Jz = 25 and
J1 = −30 being responsible for a quasitransition at the
quasicritical temperature Tp = 0.186778. The solid line
corresponds to the exact results derived according to Ref.
[11], while the dotted line denotes the relevant power-law
function. Temperature variations of the specific heat,
which are shown in Fig. 7(b) in the form of ln(C(τ)) ver-
sus ln(|τ |) plot, bear evidence that the massive rise of
the specific heat sufficiently close but not too close to
the quasicritical temperature is driven by the power-law
function ln(C(τ)) = −3 ln(|τ |) − 22.2 being consistent
with the quasicritical exponents α = α′ = 3. From this
perspective, the critical exponents of the spin-1/2 Ising-
XXZ two-leg ladder belong to the same universality class
as reported previously for the one-dimensional lattice-
statistical models, which can be rigorously mapped onto
the effective Ising chain.
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Figure 7: Temperature variations of the specific heat of the
spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ two-leg ladder in a vicinity of the qua-
sicritical temperature by assuming the following set of cou-
pling constants J0 = 25, Jx = 21.8, Jz = 25 and J1 = −30:
(a) exact results (solid line) for C versus T dependence is
compared to the power-law function (dotted line); (b) ex-
act results for ln(C(τ )) − ln(|τ |) dependence above (below)
the quasicritical temperature τ < 0 (τ > 0) shown as a
solid (dashed) line are compared to the power-law function
ln(C(τ )) = −3 ln(|τ |)− 22.2 depicted by a dotted line.
B. Ising-XXZ three-leg tube
Second, we will also investigate a quasitransition of the
spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ three-leg tube [12] shown in Fig. 2(d),
which takes into account the XXZ intra-triangle inter-
action between the spins from the same triangular unit
and the Ising inter-triangle interaction between the spins
from neighboring triangular units. The Hamiltonian of
the spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ three-leg tube is defined as
H=
N∑
i=1
3∑
j=1
[
Jx
(
Sxi,jS
x
i,j+1 + S
y
i,jS
y
i,j+1
)
+ JzS
z
i,jS
z
i,j+1
]
+J1
N∑
i=1

 3∑
j=1
Szi,j



 3∑
j=1
Szi+1,j

 , (37)
where Sαi,j (α ∈ {x, y, z}) denote three spacial compo-
nents of the spin-1/2 operator, the first subscript i speci-
fies a triangular unit in the three-leg tube and the second
subscript j determines a position of individual spin in a
given triangular unit. The coupling constants Jx and Jz
denote the XXZ intra-triangle interaction between the
spins belonging to the same triangular unit, while the
other interaction term J1 refers to the Ising inter-triangle
interaction between the spins from neighboring triangu-
lar units.
It is worthwhile to remark that the spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ
three-leg tube is fully quantum one-dimensional model
because each spin of the three-leg tube is involved in two
XXZ exchange interactions and six Ising interactions. In
spite of this fact, the spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ three-leg tube is
still exactly solvable within the classical transfer-matrix
method because the total spin on a triangular unit repre-
sents locally conserved quantity with well defined quan-
tum spin numbers [12]. The free energy and full thermo-
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Figure 8: Temperature variations of the specific heat of the
spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ three-leg tube in a vicinity of the qua-
sicritical temperature by assuming the following set of cou-
pling constants J1 = 20, Jz = 20 and Jx = 39: (a) exact
results (solid line) for C versus T dependence is compared
to the power-law function (dotted line); (b) exact results for
ln(C(τ )) − ln(|τ |) dependence above (below) the quasicriti-
cal temperature τ < 0 (τ > 0) shown as a solid (dashed)
line are compared to the power-law function ln(C(τ )) =
−3 ln(|τ |)− 31.7 depicted by a dotted line.
dynamics of the spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ three-leg tube has
been reported in our previous work [12] to which the
readers interested in further details are referred to. It
is nevertheless worth noticing that the exact result for
the free energy of the spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ three-leg tube
given by Eq. (12) of Ref. [12] has similar structure as
the formula (5) of the effective Ising chain depending on
three different Boltzmann’s factors.
In what follows, our attention will be limited to a de-
tailed analysis of a quasitransition of the spin-1/2 Ising-
XXZ three-leg tube, which is emergent at the following
quasicritical temperature [12]
Tp =
4J1 − 2Jz − Jx
ln 4
. (38)
For illustration, typical temperature variations of the
specific heat of the spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ three-leg tube
are depicted in Fig. 8 by considering the set of interac-
tion parameters J1 = 20, Jz = 20 and Jx = 39, which
give rise to a quasitransition at the quasicritical tem-
perature Tp = 1/ ln 4 ≈ 0.7213475. Exact results for
temperature dependence of the specific heat C(T ) (solid
line) derived according to Ref. [12] indeed furnish evi-
dence of the sizable peak, which follows the power-law
dependence ln(C(τ)) = −3 ln(|τ |)− 31.73 if temperature
is set sufficiently close but not too close to the quasi-
critical temperature. This result would suggest that the
same quasicritical exponent α = α′ = 3 drives the rele-
vant temperature dependence of the specific heat of the
spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ three-leg tube near the quasicritical
temperature. It might be therefore quite reasonable to
conjecture that there is just one unique set of quasicrit-
ical exponents, which governs a quasitransition of one-
dimensional lattice-statistical models of very different na-
ture.
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It is worth to mention that the ladder model and three
leg tube do not consider the action of an external mag-
netic field. However, both models still exhibit a qua-
sitransition at zero field.
We understand that, in the quasitransition, the sys-
tem presents a vigorous change in the local ordering
on a strongly correlated scenario but without showing
a true symmetry breaking. Therefore, although cor-
relations change considerably during the quasicritical
transition[15] (with signatures in the response functions),
there is no macroscopic order parameter associated. Al-
though the quasitransitions observed at finite magnetic
fields lead to a change in the sub-lattice magnetizations,
the sub-lattice magnetization remains null below and
above the quasitransition when it takes place at zero-
field.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, we have examined in detail the
quasicritical exponents of a general class one-dimensional
lattice-statistical models displaying a quasitransition at
finite temperatures, which can be rigorously solved
through an exact mapping correspondence with the ef-
fective Ising chain. The usefulness and validity of this
approach has been testified on two particular examples
of exactly solved one-dimensional models. In addition,
the quasitransitions of other two one-dimensional lattice-
statistical models with short-range and non-singular in-
teractions were also dealt with. In any case the qua-
sitransition of one-dimensional models is characterized by
intense sharp peaks in the specific heat, magnetic suscep-
tibility and correlation length, which are quite reminis-
cent of divergences accompanying a continuous (second-
order) phase transition. It should be emphasized, how-
ever, that these intense sharp peaks are always finite
(even though of several orders of magnitude high) and
thus, they should not be confused with actual divergences
accompanying true phase transitions.
Despite of this fact, it has been verified that the siz-
able peaks of the specific heat, magnetic susceptibility
and correlation length follow close to a quasitransition
the power-law dependencies on assumption that temper-
ature is sufficiently close but not too close to the quasi-
critical temperature. The quasicritical exponents of four
paradigmatic exactly solved lattice-statistical models,
more specifically, the spin-1/2 Ising-XYZ diamond chain,
the coupled spin-electron double-tetrahedral chain, the
spin-1/2 Ising-XXZ two-leg ladder and the spin-1/2 Ising-
XXZ three-leg tube, have turned out to be the same.
Bearing all this in mind, it appears worthwhile to conjec-
ture a new universality class for one-dimensional lattice-
statistical models displaying a quasitransition at finite
temperatures, which is characterized by the unique set
of quasicritical exponents: α = α′ = 3 for the specific
heat, γ = γ′ = 3 for the susceptibility and ν = ν′ = 1 for
the correlation length. The conjectured values of quasi-
critical exponents obviously violate the scaling relations
satisfied at true phase transitions and hence, they might
be of benefit for experimentalists in distinguishing true
phase transitions from quasitransitions. A further test of
this universality hypothesis on other specific examples of
one-dimensional lattice-statistical models (e.g. fully clas-
sical Ising or Potts models, fully quantum Heisenberg or
Hubbard models, etc.) represents a challenging task for
future work.
Concerning experimental realization, it is noteworthy
that the quasicritical behavior is not specialty of one-
dimensional Ising-Heisenberg spin models, but according
to our preliminary calculations, it may be also found in
several Ising spin chains and Heisenberg spin chains[17–
23] significantly extending a class of one-dimensional
magnetic compounds for experimental testing. A more
thorough analysis of pure Ising and Heisenberg spin
chains displaying quasicritical behavior will be subject
matter of future works.
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Appendix A: Alternative coefficient expression
Alternatively, the coefficient (13) can be expressed us-
ing the eq.(3), here we assume only for convenience ε
n,0
as
the lowest energy. Thus, we want to express Boltzmann’s
factors around the quasicritical temperature. Then we
begin to manipulate the following expression
wn
w˜n
=
∑
k=0
gn,ke
−βε
n,k
∑
k=0
gn,ke
−βpεn,k
=
e−βεn,0
{
1 +
∑
k=1
gn,k
gn,0
e−βδn,k
}
e−βpεn,0
{
1 +
∑
k=1
gn,k
gn,0
e−βpδn,k
} , (A1)
where δn,k = εn,k−εn,0 for k > 1, and βp = 1/kBTp with
Tp being the quasicritical temperature.
Using this notation we have,
wn
w˜n
=e−(β−βp)εn,0
{
1 +
∑
k=1
gn,k
gn,0
e−βδn,k
}
An
, (A2)
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where An = 1 +
∑
k=1
gn,k
gn,0
e−βpδn,k with δn,k > 0.
Now, by writing (A2) in terms of τ , it becomes
wn
w˜n
=e−
τ
T
ε
n,0
{
1 +
∑
k=1
gn,k
gn,0
e−βpδn,k e−
τδn,k
T
}
An
. (A3)
We are interested in analyzing (A3) in the limit τ → 0.
Then we can use Taylor series expansion in (A3), which
results in
wn
w˜n
=(1− τ
Tp
ε
n,0
)
{
1− 1
An
dAn
dβ
∣∣∣
β=βp
τ
Tp
}
+O(τ2).
(A4)
Simplifying (A4), we have
wn
w˜n
=1− 1
Tp
(
ε
n,0
+
d ln(An)
dβp
)
τ +O(τ2), (A5)
where d ln(An)dβp ≡
d ln(An)
dβ
∣∣
β=βp
.
Denoting the coefficient an = − 1Tp
(
ε
n,0
+ d ln(An)dβp
)
in-
dependent of τ , we can rewrite (A5) as follow
wn =w˜n (1 + anτ) +O(τ2). (A6)
Now let us write (w1 − w−1) using the relation (A6),
so we obtain
w1 − w−1 = w˜n(a1 − a−1)τ +O(τ2). (A7)
We can write more explicitly (a1 − a−1) as follow
a1 − a−1 =
[
ε
1,0
− ε
−1,0
+
d ln( A1A
−1
)
dβp
]
. (A8)
Here a−1 and a1, may depend of some parameter x,
fixed in quasicritical point by xp, e.g. the external mag-
netic field hp.
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